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	Configuring IPCop Firewalls: Closing Borders with Open Source, 9781904811367 (1904811361), Packt Publishing, 2006
This book is an easy-to-read guide to using IPCop in a variety of different roles within the network. The book is written in a very friendly style that makes this complex topic easy and a joy to read. It first covers basic IPCop concepts, then moves to introduce basic IPCop configurations, before covering advanced uses of IPCop. This book is for both experienced and new IPCop users.  IPCop is a powerful, open source, Linux based firewall distribution for primarily Small Office Or Home (SOHO) networks, although it can be used in larger networks. It provides most of the features that you would expect a modern firewall to have, and what is most important is that it sets this all up for you in a highly automated and simplified way.  This book is an easy introduction to this popular application. After introducing and explaining the foundations of firewalling and networking and why they're important, the book moves on to cover using IPCop, from installing it, through configuring it, to more advanced features, such as configuring IPCop to work as an IDS, VPN and using it for bandwidth management.  While providing necessary theoretical background, the book takes a practical approach, presenting sample configurations for home users, small businesses, and large businesses. 

The book contains plenty of illustrative examples.   Chapter 1 briefly introduces some firewall and networking concepts. The chapter introduces the roles of several common networking devices and explains how firewalls fit into this.  Chapter 2 introduces the IPCop package itself, discussing how IPCop's red/orange/blue/green interfaces fit into a network topology. It then covers the configuration of IPCop in other common roles, such as those of a web proxy, DHCP, DNS, time, and VPN server. Chapter 3 covers three sample scenarios where we learn how to deploy IPCop, how IPCop interfaces connect to each other and to the network as a whole. Chapter 4 covers installing IPCop. It outlines the system configuration required to run IPCop, and explains the configuration required to get IPCop up and running. In Chapter 5, we will learn how to employ the various tools IPCop provides us with to administrate, operate, troubleshoot, and monitor our IPCop firewall Chapter 6 starts off with explaining the need for an IDS in our system and then goes on to explain how to use the SNORT IDS with IPCop.  Chapter 7 introduces the VPN concept and explains how to set up an IPSec VPN configuration for a system. Special focus is laid on configuring the blue zone - a secured wireless network augmenting the security of a wireless segment, even one already using WEP or WPA.  Chapter 8 demonstrates how to manage bandwidth using IPCop making use of traffic shaping techniques and cache management. The chapter also covers the configuration of the Squid web proxy and caching system. Chapter 9 focuses on the vast range of add-ons available to configure IPCop to suit our needs. We see how to install add-ons and then learn more about common add-ons like SquidGuard, Enhanced Filtering, Blue Access, LogSend, and CopFilter.   Chapter 10 covers IPCop security risks, patch management and some security and auditing tools and tests. Chapter 11 outlines the support IPCop users have in the form of mailing lists and IRC.  The book is suitable for anyone interested in securing their networks with IPCop - from those new to networking and firewalls, to networking and IT Professionals with previous experience of IPCop. No knowledge of Linux or IPCop is required.
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Developments in Data Storage: Materials PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	It gives us great pleasure to present this book on the developments in data storage, from a

	materials perspective. This book has been designed to help the final year undergraduate and

	graduate students of physics, materials science, chemistry, electrical engineering, and other

	disciplines with an interest in the magnetic recording...

		

Multiplayer Game Programming: Architecting Networked Games (Game Design)Addison Wesley, 2015

	Networked multiplayer games are a huge part of the games industry today. The number of

	players and amount of money involved are staggering. As of 2014, League of Legends boasts

	67 million active players each month. The 2015 DoTA 2 world championship has a prize pool of

	over $16 million at the time of writing. The Call of Duty series,...

		

Faces of Geometry: II Edition (Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems, 172)Springer, 2021

	The volume reports on interdisciplinary discussions and interactions between theoretical research and practical studies on geometric structures and their applications in architecture, the arts, design, education, engineering, and mathematics. These related fields of research can enrich each other and renew their mutual interest in these topics...




	

Beginning Microsoft Excel 2010Apress, 2010

	Beginning Microsoft Excel 2010 is a practical, step-by-step guide to getting started with the world’s most widely used spreadsheet application. The book offers a hands-on approach to learning how to create and edit spreadsheets, use various calculation formulas, employ charts/graphs, and get work done efficiently.
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Introducing Microsoft  Windows VistaMicrosoft Press, 2006
Your insider's preview of the next release of Microsoft Windows.

What's new and improved in the newest release of the Microsoft Windows family of client operating systems? Which versions of Windows Vista are right for you and your organization? How will the new features and capabilities in Windows Vista improve security, make users more...

		

A Practical Introduction to Hardware/Software CodesignSpringer, 2010


	This is a practical book for computer engineers who want to understand or

	implement hardware/software systems. It focuses on problems that require one

	to combine hardware design with software design – such problems can be solved

	with hardware/software codesign. When used properly, hardware/software codesign

	works better...
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